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Can assisted living work in Europe?

Adam Scott, Jonathan Gibbons and Kamaljot Dhami, Mansfield Advisors

Everyone is familiar with the idea of a retirement village, but they are relative newcomers in any form to Europe
and the common perception first popularised in 1950s America is out-dated. Then retirement meant receiving the
proverbial gold watch at 65 and moving somewhere cheaper, joining a like-minded community with a golf course,
often somewhere with better weather. Some developments became towns in their own right. Arizona’s Sun City
has 62,000 residents. Today over 5% of those 65+ live in dedicated retirement communities.

Retirement from work was thought synonymous with retiring from a more demanding lifestyle owing to age. In
practice, greater health and wealth means a later entry to assisted living. A middle class manager who leaves the
workforce in his 60s can expect to live 12–18 years before infirmity results in a practical need for a change in living
conditions and a move to some form of assisted living.

You can see this as first and second retirements. Your first retirement is made possible by your own financial
investments or state pension arrangements, sometimes caused by ill-health or declining capacity. The second
retirement is a less obvious but widespread life change in the mid to late 70s when people move closer to their
families and where they expect to spend the remainder of their lives. This latter change is often precipitated by a
major illness – whether full recovery is achieved or not – the loss of a spouse, or the arrival of grandchildren.

Richard Davis, CEO of assisted living group LifeCare Residences described it as: “We’re after second retirees…
those that who may have already downsized, but now are more interested in care.”

In recent focus groups run by Mansfield Advisors, we found that these richer retirees had not typically downsized
their houses on their first retirement, unless they lived in London. Their later middle age lifestyles were largely
unchanged until their late 70s, by which point their children supported a move.

To continue the British example, we were told anecdotally of those who had moved to Spain in the sixties for a
permanent holiday (first retirement) and then back to the UK in their 80s to be able to access support from their
families (second retirement), Dr Freek Lapré of Movinex independently told us: “People move to Spain for
retirement, especially those aged around 65… When they get to 80 and feel vulnerable or need care or a partner
dies there is a lot of ‘reverse migration’.”

We can divide ‘second retirements’ into two. First we have an ‘aspirational’ move into a retirement village with a
desire to go on a permanent holiday, with limited examination of care options. though they do exist. Secondly, we
have a second retirement where there is an immediate, clear need and unless there is an alternative somewhere
with daily support, then institutional care beckons, and it is a ‘needs-based’ move.

The first example is simply a delayed first retirement. But it’s only now in the 21 st century an offering is emerging
between home visits and a room in a residential care home. The obvious model is apartments built around a care
home, which in the UK we call ‘extra care’ apartments. But few choose to move into anything like the environment
of a care home until it’s absolutely necessary.

The preferred option is one which offers both aspirational elements and all the care that might reasonably be given
to remain in your own home for as long as possible. It’s this full service offering that distinguishes the modern
retirement villages in Europe.

Property developers make reliable money from your first retirement, operators make money from your
second.

The problem with assisted living is that there are few clear cut business models which can support it.
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The minimum economic size for a retirement community is dozens of homes, so the developer must have the
capital. Care home operators most often do not have the capital and the model has not been well established
enough for bank financing. So it has been left to property developers.

Accept for the moment that there is strong demand for retirement villages with care. These sell at a premium to
other local housing but these developments take time to sell. Potential purchasers take time to convince and to
become comfortable with service charges and the model, with experienced operators starting their promotional
activity very early. Retirement villages with care could be therefore, less attractive at first glance to developers than
care homes or standard housing since the time-adjusted return look less upfront.

The annual service charges and care fees are part of the ‘sticker’ price that purchasers see. They can’t be too high
because obviously sales are slowed, but too low and services will be inadequate a few years down the line.
Service is mediocre, maintenance neglected, the brand value of the original developer is tarnished and returns on
subsequent projects are affected.

Specialist care companies have managed to solve this problem by capping service charges – thereby offering a
high level of security to tenants - and then charging a fee on exit. The latter will be at least 10% of the resale price.
If residents stay ten years, then the eventual arithmetic yields 1% of the development value for ongoing
maintenance. This ensures that there are enough funds for the operator to maintain the property indefinitely.

Higher exit fees of 20-30% allow operators to make a long profit over the long term and reinvest to improve the
properties to match rising standards and increasing expectations. Otherwise, they say a community of elderly
residents is not likely to support on communal spending for major improvements beyond basic maintenance.
These specialist care operators argue there is too little profit to make it attractive relative to the risk, uncertainty
and potential loss to do such property development as a once-off.

As an example, LifeCare Residences charges 30% on exit after three years. Models like these are under review
by the Law Commission in the UK, which is expected to publish their consultation by October 2015 and present
their final conclusions by spring of 2016.

This is a very different business model with long term operators, not property developers. This ‘invest for the long
term’ model requires an investment horizon of 15 years. It may take a full three years to sell an entire development
and from final completion, probably another seven years before a stable rate of churn of exits and new entrants.
So this type of retirement village is not a property deal: it’s all about the care, maintaining quality control and
prospering over the long term.

Michael Voges, Executive Director of ARCO, the UK’s Associated Retirement Community Operators, is keen to
have investors understand this and ran a successful series of seminars to assist investors understand this
concept earlier this year.

There’s an alternative strategy but it’s big and bold and is exemplified by PegasusLife.

Take Roger Black, Creative Director of PegasusLife. PegasusLife had 35 sites when we spoke, and aims to have
60 by the end of 2016. With the financial backing of OakTree Capital Management it is able to invest the hundreds
of millions required to realise this ambition. Every site is unique, with thought given to its precise positioning within
its local marketplace.

Roger Black spoke passionately about how when he looked at the retirement space and healthcare generally, he
saw little focus on the consumer market place and thinking of people as having a choice in where to go. “There’s a
lot of commodities out there and what’s important is transforming these into into a product by means of the ‘wrap’
around it - what is the benefit to the consumer? It is thinking about how you bring delight to the market. It was
obvious to me that there was nothing on the market for people who may need a little help.”

PegasusLife is tremendously ambitious in supporting a good lifestyle. However, unlike some of the other operators
we spoke to, there is less emphasis on controlling the care experience. “On the care side, we think care is a local
issue. In each marketplace we will find a preferred provider. We won’t make it mandatory that people use them.



They will have a choice if they want another care provider. We don’t want to be in the care business at that level.”

Another different strategic choice is in the revenue model, where the operator/developer stays away from the exit
fee model and see the big opportunity in the rental model. He sees elderly people as liking liquidity to have the
money to do all the things they want to do and with American investors comfortable with rental, that it’s going to be
‘the next big thing.’

We have yet to see the physical manifestation of PegasusLife’ plans, since existing sites were built before the
current strategy and acquired with the Pegasus brand, though it won’t be long now. It’s therefore difficult to
evaluate but if it succeeds, then its new offering will quickly be widespread and well-known, against early sector
scepticism, like Apple’s introduction of retail stores. That is a comparison and outcome that PegasusLife would no
doubt relish.

Its focus on the subtler aspects of lifestyle, service and building design is very American in its attitudes, despite the
strategy’s origin in the UK. PegasusLife appear to visualise (or find in their focus groups) a younger age group,
who haven’t moved because of the relative lack of something attractive, long before care has become a concern. It
is still the ‘second retirement’ of our description, but earlier than some other operators.

So are there were promising models or similar opportunities elsewhere in Europe? We made some calls to
investigate. Our interviews with experts and developers suggested some major markets offered similar
opportunities to the UK.

We believe that the major markets of UK, France, Spain and Germany are promising for these types of
developments. We think they will follow the example of the UK, which is following North America and Australasia.
There is either the approach of PegasusLife, with more emphasis on the (well thought out) property and resulting
lifestyle or from expanding the 'extra care' model into new geographies.

There is a market for ‘expats’ beyond Spain and Portugal.

Danny Silver is managing partner of The Village Group which constructs ‘Active Lifestyle Retirement’ villages
around the world, with one project operational and another under construction in France. “When we built the
retirement village in France we were told no-one in France wanted it… I wasn’t targeting people in France, I
wanted people from the UK and the rest of Europe. The surprising thing was that Americans jumped in, we did no
marketing towards them at all but through internet research and our Facebook group they found us.” Their current
residential make-up is 60% American, 30% British and only 10% French residents.

But it’s working very well in France…

Dr. Freek Lapré drew our attention to Séniorale in France, which built village communities for the high-end of the
market. Gated communities “are very ‘unFrench’, but this signals that the market is diversifying and seniors are
more open to the idea.” In his own country the Netherlands, retirement villages will ‘fire up in the upcoming 10
years… the Dutch have a big pension scheme [to pay for it]”

In France, the ‘residence sénior’ has arrived in the last ten years, which are retirement villages. Sophie Schmitt,
CEO of Séniosphere, a marketing company who seeks to understand elderly baby-boomers says that over the last
five years the landscape of offerings has changed a lot. You can now find villages offering almost no care to nearly
nursing home levels of care. Now there is a new model called La Seniorale en Ville, where the apartment buildings
are built near town centres.

…where the revenue model is based on rental.

Sophie Schmitt ascribes the rental model to the history of the sector in France: “30 years ago there was a
company which started one of these retirement villages where people had to buy the apartment. But then the
‘condominium’ [i.e. maintenance and management] fees exploded and it became very expensive to live there.
People could not sell on their house either. This is still remembered and that is why people only want to rent.”

It has also been working very well in Spain over the last ten years.



Malcolm Knight is the founder of KEI homes, who specialise in delivering purpose built retirement complexes in
Spain. “It’s only really got going in the last 10 years. The first retirement complex with the care element that I am
aware of was built back in 1991 in Calp, but little was happening. Around 2000 when I started looking at the
market across Spain and Portugal, I found a fair few were beginning to open up along the coast in Costa del Sol
(Malaga).”

Germany has retrofitted existing complexes and concentrated more on urban areas.

Franziska Rahmel, Director of Tertianum, and the EDE (European Association of Directors and Providers of Long-
Term Care Services for the Elderly) told us that private landlords sought to retain elderly tenants by retrofitting flats
and organising care services. “[Landlord companies] rebuild flats for the needs of elderly people, they adapt to
keep pensioners living there by making it easier for them to stay. Landlords finance and organise social workers
and mobile care [domiciliary] services. They want to keep tenants. They make sure they have lifts, for example.
They have always adjusted the infrastructure [to suit tenants], for example if there are lots of young families, they
would build a playground.”

She is a director at The Tertianum home, a luxury care residence in Berlin, which sounds very much like the
‘second retirement’ communities we’ve discussed. “The average age is mid-70s. They’ve travelled a bit, maybe
have a house in Majorca but then something happened… a partner dies or health problems like a stroke or a heart
attack, so they come back to Germany [and] to us. It’s 5-star, hotel-like! The 5th star is the high staff ratio.”

 Dr Tim Brown of De Montfort University says there are similar developments to France’s Seniorales in affluent
parts of Southern Germany, such as Bavaria.

The market is getting a lot of attention and investment and there’s room for more than one strategy to
succeed.

It’s clear to us at Mansfield Advisors, from our own focus groups in the UK and speaking to country experts, that
there’s both unmet demand for better retirement options and some experienced operators working hard to meet
that. There’s still plenty of time for others to become involved before this new sector across the UK and Europe
reaches the penetration rates of North America or Australasia.

Roger Black of PegasusLife explained its take on it: “We need to get up to scale fast so when things open up, we
are at a position of strength. I liken it to the student housing market which has exploded over the last couple of
years. What’s coming for old people is going to be huge.”

No one is more keen on the potential of the sector than Michael Voges of ARCO, however he stresses that
investors have to be knowledgeable and experience is necessary. As he puts it: “Experienced operators sell you –
the customer – a lifestyle, and the property is only part of that. So while the financial model may be led by property,
the customer wants more than bricks and mortar. And getting that part right is much harder than simply selling
apartments.” He argues that the exit fee model is essential for aligning the long term interest of the developer and
the purchaser in maintaining or increasing the property’s value. In his view, retaining that value requires offering
some form of integrated care solution since the community will age and it must be made more attractive for
prospective entrants who will be older, to suit that frailer community. Retrofitting that care offering later is not
feasible, when the retirement development was designed and developed for the needs of a ‘first retirement’ or
downsizing alone.

But however you do it, it’s that level of attention and investment in the long-term outcome that’s necessary for the
elderly residents to prosper, and your own prosperity follows. Easier said than done, but we’re looking forward to
seeing future offerings, building on the best of elsewhere and also uniquely European approaches.

Mansfield Advisors can be contacted on 0207 307 2854 in London and is keen to discuss these findings with
investors and operators.
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